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Preparation of biobased wrinkled surfaces via
lignification-mimetic reactions and drying: a new
approach for developing surface wrinkling

Hironori Izawa

A simple and green approach to surface wrinkling via a lignification-mimetic reaction and drying is reviewed. A skin layer is

synthesized on a chitosan (CS) film via immersion in a methanol solution containing a phenolic acid (PH) and a subsequent

surface reaction with horseradish peroxidase (HRP), mimicking wood lignification. A surface relief with micron-scale wrinkles is

formed upon drying as a result of inhomogeneous shrinkage. The wrinkle size of this system is predominately determined by the

hardness of the skin layer, and the hardness in turn can be controlled by varying both the molecular structure of the PH and the

immersion temperature. The crosslinking structure in the skin is composed of ionic bonding between the CS and an

oligophenolic residue generated by the HRP-catalyzed surface reaction on the CS, and the quantity of the ionic bonds

determines the skin hardness. Furthermore, the wrinkle direction can be highly controlled by the external stress during drying.

Notably, this is a totally biobased system that involves green materials and processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Biomimetic systems that imitate the design principles of nature are key
technologies for progressing toward environmentally benign and high-
performance materials.1–5 Although cumulative material innovations
have enriched our lives, we still have much to learn from nature
regarding material design to meet the needs of current times.6–11

Surface wrinkling is a ubiquitous physical process that is responsible
for the formation of many intriguing surface architectures that plants
and animals display.12,13 This spontaneous process is the result of
uneven changes in surface tissue layers with different mechanical
properties.13,14 Nature-mimetic surface designs have been used for
nano/microscopic wrinkled surfaces in optical15 and electronic
devices,16 surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy substrates,17 the
realization of tunable wettability18 and adhesion,19 and the synthesis
of cell culture scaffolds.20 Although many sophisticated systems have
been introduced for the development of surface wrinkling, the basic
approach remains the same: the fabrication of a hard thin (skin) layer
on a soft elastic substrate via dry processing, including chemical vapor
deposition,21 photocrosslinking,22 and UV/O3

23 or plasma24 oxidation,
followed by the precise control of stress on the substrate. The available
materials for surface wrinkling are thereby limited. Although wrinkled
surfaces made from biopolymers are interesting for biomedical
applications, it has been virtually impossible to prepare them using
dry processing methods because of the difficulty of forming a skin
using the previously reported methods as well as the difficulty of
controlling the stresses of materials on brittle biopolymer films.

The formation of fine wrinkles in human skin is closely associated
with decrease in the water content of the stratum corneum with aging;
that is, fine wrinkles are formed by drying and inhomogeneous
shrinkage.25–27 Despite the fact that related processes are ubiquitous in
nature,13 water evaporation during film consolidation to trigger
surface wrinkling has hardly been considered.28,29 We expected that
inducing surface wrinkling by inhomogeneous shrinkage upon drying
would be a favorable method for producing biopolymer-based
wrinkled surfaces that are applicable for biomaterials because, with
such an approach, it is not necessary to apply external stresses to
induce surface wrinkling.
The nanostructure of wood cell walls is a robust assembly of three

primary biopolymers: cellulose, which is present as semicrystalline
elementary fibrils; hemicellulose, which acts to decorate and crosslink
elementary fibrils and facilitates interactions between other biopoly-
mers; and lignin, which is a crosslinked macromolecular structure
based on phenylpropanoid units that associates closely with hemi-
cellulose and adds strength and rigidity to the cell walls.30–32 Lignin is
produced by a natural process, lignification, in which monolignols
(three cinnamyl alcohols: p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols)
diffuse to the hemicellulose gel in the wood cell wall and become
polymerized and immobilized on hemicellulose during peroxidase and
laccase catalysis to strengthen the cell wall.33 Lignification can be
mimicked by oxidizing phenol derivatives using horseradish perox-
idase (HRP).34 Recently, we developed a novel surface wrinkling
system inspired by this process (Figure 1).35–37 A hard skin layer was
synthesized via crosslinking using an HRP-catalyzed surface reaction
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of phenolic acid (PH) on a chitosan (CS) film, similar to lignification
in wood; that is, the CS film, PH and HRP play the roles of
hemicellulose/cellulose, monolignols and oxidases in the wood cell
wall, respectively. In addition, surface wrinkling similar to the fine
wrinkle formation of human skin was induced by water evaporation.
Herein, we overview a biomimetic approach to produce wrinkled
surfaces on CS films.

PREPARATION OF WRINKLED FILMS AND

CHARACTERIZATION OF THEIR MORPHOLOGIES

Microscopic wrinkles can be fabricated on CS film surfaces using a
facile procedure involving immersion, a surface reaction and drying
without requiring specialized, electrically powered devices to fabricate
the skin layer or to control the material stress. In a typical experiment,
a CS film (thickness, ca. 0.1 μm; ϕ, ca. 50 mm) was immersed in
methanol (20 ml) containing 0.05 g ml− 1 PH at 30 °C for 24 h. The
resulting film (hereafter, the PH/CS film) was removed and subse-
quently soaked in water (10 ml), followed by the prompt addition of
HRP (1 ml, 137 U) and H2O2 (200 μl, 30% concentration). The
system was maintained at 30 °C for 12 h, after which the film was
removed and dried at 40 °C for 12 h.
Figure 2a–c show plane-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

images of the surfaces of the wrinkled films obtained using p-coumaric
acid (CO), ferulic acid (FE) or caffeic acid (CA)−methanol solutions
applied for immersion treatment at 30, 40, 50 or 60 °C.35,36 In all
cases, the mean wrinkle wavelengths and amplitudes gradually
decreased as the treatment temperature increased. For CO, the mean
wrinkle wavelengths and amplitudes after treatment at 30, 40 and
50 °C were 1.53± 0.19, 0.90± 0.21 and 0.39± 0.10 μm, respectively,
and 0.30± 0.03, 0.23± 0.06 and 0.17± 0.04 μm, respectively. Interest-
ingly, nanoscale dimples were observed after treatment at 60 °C, which
was probably due to the decreased shrinkage stress as described
below.36 The mean dimple wavelength and amplitude were 59± 21
and 59± 4 nm, respectively. With FE, the wrinkle sizes were similar to
those of the CO/CS films; the mean wrinkle wavelength and amplitude
after treatment at 30, 40, 50 and 60 °C were 1.82± 0.08, 1.28± 0.09,

0.72± 0.08 and 0.31± 0.04 μm, respectively, and 0.43± 0.10,
0.46± 0.07, 0.25± 0.04 and 0.16± 0.03 μm, respectively. When CA
was used, wrinkling was observed on the wrinkle-CA/CS film using
immersion temperatures above 40 °C. Wrinkling did not occur at
30 °C. The mean wrinkle wavelengths and amplitudes after treatment
at 40, 50 and 60 °C were much larger (22.4± 3.1, 13.3± 0.7 or
7.2± 0.7 μm, respectively, and 8.2± 1.5, 5.8± 1.8 or 2.9± 0.7 μm,
respectively) than those of the FE/CS films.
We also investigated the preparation of wrinkled films using vanillic

acid (VA) and homovanillic acid (HO), which are PHs with different
substituent groups (R′); however, they all contain a carboxy group
(Figure 3a).37 Figure 3b–c show plane-view SEM images of the
surfaces of the wrinkled films prepared after immersion treatment at
30 or 40 °C. For VA, wrinkling occurred after both the 30 and 40 °C
immersion treatments. The mean wrinkle wavelengths and amplitudes
at 30 and 40 °C were 3.07± 0.17 and 1.61± 0.25 μm, respectively, and
0.62± 0.24 and 0.30± 0.10 μm, respectively, which were larger than
those of the FE/CS system. When HO was used, wrinkling was
observed on the wrinkled HO/CS film at an immersion temperature of
40 °C. The mean wrinkle wavelength and amplitude values under
immersion treatment at 40 °C were 2.96± 0.16 μm and
0.68± 0.18 μm, respectively, which were larger than those for the
VA/CS system at 40 °C. Wrinkling did not occur at 30 °C. The same
phenomenon was observed in the CA/CS system.

MECHANISM OF SKIN LAYER FORMATION

The absence of wrinkling after the immersion treatment at 30 °C using
CA or HO clearly indicated that the immersion process played a
crucial role in the wrinkling. Nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared and
elemental analyses of the PH/CS films after washing using Soxhlet
extraction revealed the formation of covalently bound PH on the CS
film via an amide bond, which was facilitated by the simple immersion
of the CS film in the PH–methanol solution.35,37 The dehydration
condensation reaction between primary amines and carboxylic acid
under the mild immersion conditions was unexpected because such a
reaction generally occurs at high temperatures in the presence of

Figure 1 Illustration of the surface wrinkling system introduced in this review. The figure was partially reproduced from Izawa et al.35–37
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strong acid in a nonpolar solvent.38 However, it is possible that amides
were formed at the CS interface through ester exchange reactions since
a small amount of the methyl ester of PH was generated by virtue of
the presence of a large amount of methanol. In light of this, we
proposed that the dehydration condensation reaction occurred
between CS and PH during the immersion process. The covalently
bound PH worked as a reaction site on the CS film for the HRP-
catalyzed surface reaction and formed a skin layer, as shown in
Figure 4. Thus, we concluded that the absence of wrinkling on the CA/
CS and HO/CS systems was due to a lack of reaction sites on the CA/
CS and HO/CS films. In the case of CA, it is likely that the
dehydration condensation reaction to generate the reaction sites

occurred slower than the Schiff base production and the Michael type
addition with CS on the catechol moieties at 30 °C.39 In contrast, we
supposed that the lack of a reaction site on the HO/CS system was due
to the lower reactivity of the unconjugated carboxy groups because the
carboxy groups in all PHs except for HO became conjugated to styryl
or phenyl groups, while those in HO became unconjugated.
The differences between the HRP-catalyzed reactions of the styryl-

type PHs (CO, FE and CA) and the phenyl-type PHs (VA and HO)
provided important insight into the structures of the skin layers. The
HRP-catalyzed reaction of the styryl-type PHs generated phenoxide
radicals that could resonate with the 5′-position or β-position.40 The
coupling reaction of these radicals provided oligomers.41 In contrast,
the HRP-catalyzed reactions of the phenyl-type PHs provided only
dimers.42–44 Despite this, surprisingly, wrinkling occurred on both the
VA and HO, as shown in the above SEM images. The results obtained
with VA and HO clearly indicated that a vinyl moiety in the styryl-type
PHs was not required to induce surface wrinkling. The elemental
analysis provided evidence that the PH/CS films included ca. 30–90
times greater PHs than the covalently bound PHs.35,37 In such
conditions, radical coupling between PH and the covalently bound
PH occurred more easily than coupling between two covalently bound
PHs. In addition, the covalently bound PH was necessary to form a
skin layer that induced surface wrinkling as described above. Thus,
ionic crosslinking of the dimeric/oligomeric sidechains was the most
likely crosslinking structure, as shown in Figure 4. We observed a
critical result proving this speculation.37 The wrinkles were maintained
even after soaking in water for 1 week, whereas they disappeared while
soaking in a 100 mM NaOH aqueous solution. This experiment
indicated that the skin layers were formed by ionic crosslinking
because the crosslinks between the carboxylic acid and primary amine
groups became dissociated under alkaline conditions.
We successfully determined the thickness of the skin layer using

SEM and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry analyses of
the wrinkled FE/CS films.37 The topmost layer had a thickness of
approximately 120 nm, as observed using SEM cross-section imaging.
The time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry spectra of the
positively charged secondary ions produced from the wrinkled surface
showed characteristic fragment ions from the α,β-unsaturated car-
boxylic acid groups of the oligomeric FE moieties. The thickness
estimated from the depth profiles of the characteristic fragment ions
showed good agreement with the thickness of the topmost layer
observed from the SEM analysis. These results revealed that the
thickness of the skin layer was on the order of submicrons
(o200 nm). Note that the thickness of the skin layers produced by
the HRP-catalyzed reaction did not depend on the choice of PH or on
the conditions of the immersion process because the correlation
between the wrinkle sizes and mechanical properties, as described
below, indicated that large differences did not exist between the skin

Figure 2 Plane-view SEM images of the films obtained with CO (a), FE (b)
and CA (c) using different immersion temperatures (30, 40, 50, 60 °C from
left). The figure was reproduced from Izawa et al.35,36

Figure 3 Structures of VA and HO (a) and plane-view SEM images of the films obtained with VA (b) and HO (c) using different immersion temperatures (30,
40 °C from left). The figure was reproduced from Izawa et al.37
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thicknesses of the wrinkled films prepared under different immersion
conditions.36

EFFECTS OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES ON THE

WRINKLE MORPHOLOGY

The wrinkle wavelength and amplitude could be controlled by the
choice of the PH and immersion temperature. This result implied the
occurrence of another phenomenon during the immersion process. In
common wrinkled surfaces, the wavelength (λ) of the wrinkles is
dependent on the skin thickness (d), and the mechanical properties of
the film are described as follows:12,45

l ¼ 2pd
Ēs

3Ēf

� �1
3

ð1Þ

where Ē is the plane-strain modulus given by E/(1− ν2), the subscripts
s and f refer to the skin layer and the foundation (substrate),

respectively, E is the elastic modulus, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. In
addition, the amplitude (A) of the wrinkles is described as follows:45

A ¼ d
ε

εc
� 1

� �1
2

ð2Þ

where ε and εc are the applied and critical strain, respectively. In
addition, εc is dependent on Ē as follows:45

εc ¼ 1

4

3Ef

Es

� �2
3

ð3Þ

The change in the Poisson’s ratio after crosslinking a polymeric
material is not large.46,47 The conditions of the immersion process did
not change the thicknesses of the skin layers produced by the HRP-
catalyzed reaction because the thickness was determined by
the diffusion depth of the HRP relative to the film surface. Thus,
the differences between the molecular structures of the PH and the

Figure 4 Illustration of the mechanism for the production of the skin layer. The figure was partially reproduced from Izawa et al.37. A full colour version of
this figure is available at the Polymer Journal journal online.

Figure 5 The elastic moduli of the CO/CS, FE/CS, and CA/CS films (a) and their correlation with the wrinkle wavelength (b) and amplitude (c). The figure was
reproduced from Izawa et al.36
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immersion temperature should have significantly affected the mechan-
ical properties. To clarify the mechanisms responsible for the different
wrinkle sizes, the elastic moduli of the CO/CS, FE/CS and CA/CS films
were measured using tensile tests (Figure 5a), in which the elastic
moduli of the films gradually decreased with the increase in the
immersion temperature.36 In addition, both the wavelength and
amplitude clearly decreased with the decrease in the elastic moduli
(Figure 5b–c), indicating that the phenomenon causing the decreased
elastic moduli involved decreasing the wrinkle wavelength and
amplitude. This result also indicated that there were no large
differences in the skin thicknesses among the wrinkled films.
After conducting a gel permeation chromatography analysis, we

revealed that the reason for the decreased elastic moduli was the
decomposition of CS around the film surface caused by the carboxyl
groups during immersion in the PH–methanol solutions. The
decomposition was accelerated at higher immersion temperatures,
indicating that higher temperatures led to the formation of softer
skins, thereby inducing smaller wrinkles (Figure 6a). In contrast, with
respect to the larger wrinkles in the CA/CS system, the

aforementioned reactivity of the catechol moieties in CA made a
harder skin, which in turn caused larger wrinkles (Figure 6b). Hence,
we concluded that wrinkle sizes with this system were predominately
determined by the hardness of the skin layers. This phenomenon is
consistent with the fundamentals of surface wrinkling in nature.12

Softer skins generally induce smaller wrinkles, as described in
equations (1)–(3). This is consistent with our results. In contrast, the
dimple formation shown on the CO/CS system at 60 °C can be
explained by the decreased shrinkage stress on the softened skin. The
wrinkles observed at high overstress conditions can be described as
follows48

s
sc
441 ð4Þ

where σ and σc are the applied and critical stresses, respectively. In
contrast, the dimples observed at low overstress conditions can be
described as follows:48

s
sc
X1 ð5Þ

Figure 6 Illustration of mechanisms for the production of smaller wrinkles under treatment at higher immersion temperatures (a) and larger wrinkles in the
CA/CS system (b). The figure was partially reproduced from Izawa et al.36

e f

a b c

d

Figure 7 Plane-view SEM images of the wrinkle-CO/CS (a), -FE/CS (b) and -CA/CS (c) films (40 °C immersion) dried under external stress (0.47 MPa) and the
wrinkle-CO/CS films (30 °C immersion) dried under external stress (0.19, 0.47, 0.89 MPa from left) (d). Illustration of the experiment (e) and surface
wrinkling under drying stress (f). The figure was partially reproduced from Izawa et al.35,36. A full colour version of this figure is available at the Polymer
Journal journal online.
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Here, σc is described as follows:45,48

sc ¼ Es

4

3Ef

Es

� �2
3

ð6Þ

Hence, σc is lower on softer skin, as described by equation (6).
However, decreasing σc does not lead to dimple formation, as
described in equations (4) and (5). Therefore, we supposed that the
generated shrinkage stress (σ) was decreased as the skin was softened
to form the dimples after immersion treatment at 60 °C and that σ/σc
was predominately determined by σ in this system. Indeed, poly-
saccharide materials having higher elastic moduli cause stronger
aggregation upon drying.49,50

The production of larger wrinkles in the VA/CS and HO/CS
systems than in the FE/CS system could be explained by the number
of ionic bonds.37 The order of the speculated quantity of ionic bonds
from the infrared analysis is as follows: HO/CS system 4 VA/CS
system 4 FE/CS system; meanwhile, the wrinkle wavelengths and
amplitudes decreased in the following order: HO/CS 4 VA/CS 4 FE/
CS. These relationships indicated that a higher quantity of ionic bonds
resulted in a harder skin layer, leading to larger wrinkles.

EFFECT OF EXTERNAL STRESSES ON THE WRINKLE

MORPHOLOGY DURING DRYING

The wrinkles formed gradually with time upon water evaporation as
shown in Figure 1. On the basis of this observation, we predicted that
the morphology of the wrinkles could be controlled by external
stresses during drying. Thus, we investigated the effects of applied
external stresses. After the skin-CO/CS, FE/CS or CA/CS film was
clamped after treatment at 40 °C, a weight was added to one end, and
the film was hung for 12 h in air at 40 °C (Figure 7e); the applied
external stress by weight was 0.47 MPa. In all cases, anisotropic
wrinkles were observed on the films depending on the direction of the
applied stress (Figure 7a–c). These results indicated that the generated
shrinkage stress was regulated because the uniaxial external stress
prevented vertical surface wrinkling (Figure 7f).
We further investigated the effect of the stress magnitude on the

wrinkle morphology (Figure 7d).36 The skin-CO/CS film after
treatment at 30 °C was dried under 0.19, 0.47 or 0.89 MPa of external
stress. Higher order wrinkles were obtained with the application of
0.47 and 0.89 MPa than with 0.19MPa. The mean wrinkle wave-
lengths under 0, 0.19 and 0.47 MPa of drying stress were 1.53± 0.19,
1.13± 0.11 and 0.90± 0.05 μm, respectively, indicating slight decreases
with the increasing stress. In contrast, the mean wrinkle amplitudes
under 0, 0.19 and 0.47 MPa of drying stress were 0.30± 0.03,
0.32± 0.05 and 0.35± 0.07 μm, respectively, indicating slight increases
with the increasing stress. We conjectured that the generated shrinkage
stress was increased with the increasing drying stress. In contrast, the
mean wrinkle wavelength under 0.89 MPa was increased to
1.25± 0.16 μm, but the amplitude was decreased to 0.24± 0.03 μm.
This result was due to the plastic deformation of the film after
applying the larger drying stress because the yield stress of the film was
0.53MPa. Although the wavelength and amplitude were changed by
varying the drying stresses, the degree of variation was small compared
to the changes caused by different immersion temperatures, indicating
that the wrinkle wavelength and amplitude were predominately
determined by the mechanical properties of the films, even under
applied drying stresses.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have overviewed a novel surface wrinkling system by means of a
lignification-mimetic reaction. Microscopic wrinkles were fabricated
on the surfaces of CS films using a facile procedure involving
immersion, a HRP-catalyzed surface reaction, and drying. We revealed
that the immersion process induced surface wrinkling by the forma-
tion of covalent bonds between the CS substrate and PH. The PH-
bound moieties acted as reaction sites for crosslinking via the HRP-
catalyzed reaction and yielded a skin layer on the order of submicrons.
The crosslinking structure that was capable of skin formation
consisted of ionic bonds composed of CS and dimeric/oligomeric
PH residues on the CS. In addition, the wrinkle sizes could be
controlled by the choice of temperature during the immersion process
because the CS around the film surface was decomposed by the
carboxyl groups of the PH. The decomposition was accelerated by
applying a higher immersion temperature, and the greater degree of
decomposition led to the formation of softer skins. In fact, wrinkle
sizes with this system were predominately determined by the hardness
of the skin layers. We also revealed that the wrinkle direction was
highly controllable by applying moderate levels of external stress.
Notably, this is a totally biobased system involving only green
materials and processes.
We found that surface wrinkling upon drying is an effective method

for fabricating wrinkled materials from CS. The wrinkle morphology
could be controlled by precisely controlling the surface hardness and
by applying external stresses during drying. Furthermore, we revealed
the importance of ionic crosslinking for skin layer formation and
inducing surface wrinkling upon drying. These perspectives will enable
the development of various wrinkled biomaterials that are applicable
as cell culture scaffolds and biological adhesives. Our approach has
opened the door for using wrinkled materials in bioengineering.
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